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Related records
Here, we will use the "Order Management
App" to explain the related records, which
retrieves relevant information from other
Apps and displays it as a list.

I want to look up previously purchased products,
but it's a lot of work having to find them...
If only I could see our client purchase history as a list.

Before implementing the related records

Order Management App
・Related records needed to be searched for individually
→ When there are many items, it’s a lot of work just searching for things
→

It’s hard to look at because there is no way to display everything as a list

Purchase history had to be searched for and checked individually
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After implementing related records

Order Management App
・Previous order information is collectively displayed on the
→

related records

You can directly click on information to display details

→ Related information can be displayed on a single screen

An order history list that meets the search criteria appears on the screen!
(matching client name)
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How to set up related records list
When you set up the “Related Records,” records that meet the conditions will be displayed as a
list.
Not only will it display records from the same application, but it will also display records from other
applications as well, making it a convenient function when you want to display all related information on
one screen.
For example, you can show past order information from the same customer in the Order Management
App form.

[Completed image]

① Enter “Client”

② The order list with the same client in the "Order Management App" is
automatically displayed

1. Place the “Related Records” field
① Place the “Related Records” field
Place [Related Records] from the parts list on the left side of the screen.

①Place the “Related Records” field

①
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2. Set up the “Related Records” field
① Open the “Related Records” field settings screen
Displays the “Related Records” field settings screen

①Open the “Rerated Records” field settings screen

①

② Change the field name
Change the field name to “Order history list.”

②
②Change the field name to “Order history list”
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③ Select a data source app
Select App you want to retrieve information from. In this example, we will select the [Order Management
App].

③

③Select “Order Management (This app)” as a data
source App

④ Select the conditions for “Fetch Criteria”
Select one field each from this app and the datasource app. Records that match the selected field values
will be shown as a list. Here, we will select [Client] (This app)＝[Client] (datasource app).
※ Fields that can be designated as “Fetch Criteria”: "Text (single-line)” “Number” “Calculated” “Link” “Record number”
※Fields set as tables cannot be designated.

④Select [Client]=[Client] in “Fetch Criteria”

④
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⑤Select Filter
You can select filter. Here, we will leave “All records”.

⑥ Select fields to be displayed
Select a field you need to display from the data source app. In this example, we will select “Reception
date,” “Department,” “Person in charge,” and “Total amount.”
※Fields set as tables cannot be designated.
⑤Leave “All records”

⑤
⑥Click [+] to add as necessary

⑥
⑥Select a field you want to display

⑦ Select display order
Here, we will designate the order the “Related Records” field is sorted by. In this example, we will select
“Reception date” and “Descending.”
⑦ Select “Reception date” and “Descending” from

⑦

“Display Order”
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⑧ Select the max records to displayed at a time
Here, we will designate the number of records displayed that meet the conditions. In this example, we
will select “10.”

⑧Select “10” from “Max Records to Display

⑧

at a Time”

⑨Save
Confirm the setting contents and click “Save”.

⑨Click “Save”

⑨
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The “Related Records” field is complete!

• Notes on Related Records
Although it is a convenient Related Records, there are points to be aware to use it correctly.
※Related records field values cannot be the target of the following actions:
・Aggregation

・Automatic calculation

・Search

※Related records field cannot be displayed as a list in records.
※Related records field values cannot be exported as a csv file.
※Only the following fields can be specified in "Fetch Criteria ".
"Text (single-line)" "Number " "Calculated" "Link" "Record number"
※The fields set in the table can not be specified as the criteria of the Related Records.
※The width of the related records field cannot be changed.
(Width will automatically be adjusted to match the number of characters.)
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| Let’s Try using the related records!
Let’s check to see if past order history will be displayed in the related records when multiple orders from
the same client are registered.
【Record creation screen】

An order history list that meets the search criteria appears on the screen!
(matching client)

Details of referred related records will be shown
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| Example uses of related records
• Customer Management ← Lead Management
By correlating "Customer Management App" and "Lead Management App" with "Related
Records", you can check the past lead history for one customer in one record of "Customer
Management App" at once.

Lead Management App
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• Inquiry management
An “inquiry management App,” where a past support history appears when entering customer numbers

When entering customer numbers when making a record,
previous support history appears

When using the related records, you can see all related
information on one screen, making it extremely convenient!
If you click the icon on the left of the list, you can directly
access the referred records.
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